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appeared in the November of the same year. In spite
of this rapidity of composition. Peer Gynt shows more
signs of changing plan and growth than 'Brand. One
feels that Ibsen, when he first planned it, may have
contemplated a different development and conclusion
from those which he ultimately gave it. The first
three acts are deeply rooted in the popular folklore of
Norway. In Asbjornson's Norse Fairy Tales and Sagas
Ibsen had read of a Peer Gynt who was " a proper
braggart and forger of lies, who told you the oldest
stories as if he had himself played a part in them ".
In particular, he found here Peer's adventure with
"den store Bojg" (the great ogre) who compels
Peer to " go round ", as well as suggestions for the
other supernatural elements in his drama, and for the
bluntly humorous manner in which they are handled.
But Peer Gynt has a longer literary lineage than this :
Oehlenschlager, in what is (in spite of its theme)
his most nationally Danish drama, Aladdin, had given
northern literature a hero whose will-power is dwarfed
by his imagination; and Paludan-Mtiller, in Adam
Ilomo^ had satirized the temporizing philistine ; while a
scene in Heiberg's Soul After Death may have suggested
Peer's encounter with the button-moulder. Ibsen has
embalmed the adventures of Peer Gynt's youth in
delightful poetry, and given them as background a
panorama of Norwegian scenery to which it would be
difficult to find a parallel. To dig after hidden
meanings and didactic applications in Peer's stories of
fictitious adventure, his theft of another's bride, his
meeting with Solve]g, and, above all, his relations to
his mother Aase, and the exquisite apotheosis of
Norwegian folklore, where Peer drives his dying
mother in imagination to the castle of Soria Moria,
would be the purest sacrilege. At most, when Peer
finds his way to the kingdom of the Dovre king, and
in his adventures with the " Bojg "—symbol of the
negative principle in our souls, cowardice, indecision,
paralysis of will-power—one feels the presence of

